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Introduction

“THE COUPE ICARE, WITH ITS MANY EVENTS,
IS A HIGHLIGHT IN THE LIFE OF THE FREE FLIGHT
AND LIGHT AIR SPORTS COMMUNITY.”

P

ilots, federations, manufacturers, importers,
equipment providers… No one among the
various disciplines represented would miss
the largest free flight event in the world.
But the Coupe Icare is also, and mainly, a hugely
popular celebration, committing every year to
welcoming an ever-growing public to celebrate and
share the culture of flight. Eager to enjoy spectacular
shows and thrilling sensations, the public is also
fond of poetry, art, music, and unexpected performances on land and in the air, in breathtaking natural
surroundings: the Massif de la Chartreuse and
the Vallée du Grésivaudan.
Up to 90 000 visitors are expected with family
and friends, to attend the aerial ballet of the greatest
pilots, be moved by incredible performances of
artists of all kinds, soaking the fun during the
famous Icarnaval with its fancy-dressed pilots,
or discovering the world’s beauties on the silver
screen with stunning aerial views.
The Coupe Icare 2022 offers a rich and varied
program that will fulfill all expectations, for all
publics, and all ages. Future pilots can find out
more about aerial disciplines, meet the schools
and forge relationships with other practitioners.
Meanwhile, young would-be flyers will be able to
learn about aeronautics thanks to one of the many
fun activities at Icare Mômes… enough to inspire
future pilots!

The 3 co-presidents
of the Coupe Icare :
Sara Gill,
Thibault Lajugie Arnaud
Cartier Million

The entire Coupe Icare organisation crew and its
1,200 volunteers look forward to welcoming the
great free flight family once again. And beyond
these essential contributors, it is a whole region
that caries the Coupe Icare and cannot wait for
the party to begin!
Since its creation in 1974, the Coupe Icare has
experienced some challenging times, such as a
first cancellation in 1977, due to a strong northern
wind. But the Coupe Icare was always able to
recover and renew its offer, with new flying
practice, sporting and artistic disciplines, and
launching new initiatives. In a word: we always made sure the latest edition was even more
stunning than the previous one.
After cancellation in 2020, this time due to the Covid
crisis, and a 2021 event skillfully run successfully
but with a limited program under tight crowd
restrictions, all the players involved in this great
event are now eager to kick off the 49th Coupe
Icare. Our teams are giving their utmost best
to ensure that the 2022 edition is a dashing
event in XXL format, over 6 days, gathering all
the ingredients that have secured its success
in the past, and much more: expect quite a few new
surprises.

We look forward to seeing you
from September 20 to 25
in Saint-Hilaire and Lumbin.
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THE COUPE ICARE:
AN ESSENTIAL EVENT
FOR 49 YEARS
THE LARGEST FREE FLIGHT EVENT IN THE WORLD
Over half a century, the Coupe Icare has
become the most important event
dedicated to free flight in the world, a
must-attend for those who like to dream
with their head high in the clouds.

valley and the Massif de la Chartreuse,
on the paragliding take-off area of the
PlateaudesPetitesRoches(Saint-Hilaire)
by the cliff side, and its huge landing
area 700m below.

The Coupe Icare offers a range of
sporting, festive, artistic, and cultural
happenings for all publics. Seasoned
pilots as well as novices, mainstream
audiences young and old, meet every
year for a wondrous moment of celebration. Together, they marvel at the
exploits of the greatest pilots, applauding
the many creations and artistic performances on offer, and discovering the
latest innovations in a sector that experiences constant change. Over 6 days,
paragliders and hang gliders, paramotors, hot air balloons, aerobatics
aircrafts, and many more expressions
of light air sports come together.

The Coupe Icare is aimed at the general
public as well as pilots and air sports
professionals alike. The program on offer
is rich and diverse so that everyone has
access to a full overview of free flight.

Hailing from all over the world, the public
gathers in the heart of the Alpes iséroises
to take part in this great celebration.
Created in 1974 by a passionate group
of friends, the Coupe Icare now welcomes
over 90 000 visitors every September.
The Coupe Icare takes place a short ride
from Grenoble, between the Grésivaudan

SEE YOU
ON TUESDAY 20
TO SUNDAY 25
FOR THE 49th
COUPE ICARE !

AERIAL DEMONSTRATIONS
of various practices.
FANCY-DRESS FLIGHT contests.
INTERNATIONAL AERIAL FILM
FESTIVAL and conferences.
Equipment test, TRADE FAIR
and second-hand market.
CHILDREN’S AREA
Activities dedicated to families
and school groups.
CONCERTS, STREET ART,
EXHIBITIONS...
The Coupe Icare makes the sky
a place of poetry.
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THE COUPE ICARE,
IN A FEW FIGURES AND DATES
90 000 visitors every year, including 10 000 pilots.

13 disciplines: paragliding, hang gliding, glider,
hot-air balloon, parachuting, paralpinism, model
aircrafts, motorized ultra-light, kiting, falconry,
slackline, boomerang.

1 200 volunteers from 30+ local non-profit associations working for the event’s organization.

150 professional exhibitors for a show covering
5 000 m² indoors and 10 000 m² outdoors.

2 sites: Saint-Hilaire with its 4 take-off areas, and
Lumbin with its landing area.

700 pilots putting on a show: costumed flights,
demo flights, aerobatics…

Mai 1974, a time of trailblazers.
Rising for the first time in the sky
above Saint-Hilaire, 3 hang gliders
take off from the « Pré qui tue », at
the foot of the Dent de Crolles.
5 000 spectators at the Icares du Cinéma in a
temporary 600-seater venue, set up directly on the
take-off area.
800 school children and their teachers welcomed
as part of Icare Mômes, by youth ambassadors
of the Coupe Icare: local school children from
Saint-Hilaire.

September 1974, 1st Coupe Icare.
50 hang gliders, then a very recent
discipline, meet in Saint-Hilaire for
the first French precision landing
competition. Inhabitants of Grenoble
and the region witness for the first
time the dance of “bird-men”, and
the road link from Grenoble to
Chambery is blocked.
1983, 1st International Aerial Film
Festival. The first jury president is
Pierre François Degeorges, presenter of the celebrated TV show “Les
carnets de l’aventure”, on national
public channel Antenne 2. He remained a faithful friend of SaintHilaire, attending every edition of
the festival until his death in 2003.

2022
The 49th edition,
with 6 days
of celebration.
It is also the 40th
Icares du Cinéma,
the international aerial
film festival, with all
those who have
contributed to
its legend.

1983, first spontaneous costumed
flights, precursors of an event that
will make the Coupe Icare world
famous: the spectacular Icarnaval.
1984, the second-hand market
is born and the first professional
exhibitors move into the fields of
Saint-Hilaire for the festival.
1993, first aerobatics shows by hang
gliders and paragliders. It is also
the year of the first montgolfiades
(hot air balloons gathering).
2004, first motorized and kite
demonstrations.
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THE LARGEST CELEBRATION
OF LIGHT AIR SPORT IN THE WORLD,
FOR ALL AUDIENCES

The Coupe Icare is,
above all, a gigantic
open-air theatre…
Open to the skies

This is an event originally thought up by pilots, for pilots … but it has been able to integrate, over the years, the growing
public enthusiasm for air sports. This passion, eagerness, amazement of mainstream audiences for aerial shows that are always
more spectacular have made this event a huge popular festival where young and old alike gather in celebration of Icarus’ old dream:
to leave the ground and explore the Earth from the skies.

Entertainment,
art, poetry,
humor, science,
innovation, sport…
The Coupe Icare
provides a bit of all
these things at once.
7
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A PROGRAM FOR ALL AGES,
FOR FAMILIES AND
EXPERIENCED PILOTS ALIKE

COUPE ICARE,
FEET ON
THE GROUND
…

ICARE MÔMES
AN EXPERIENCE OF DISCOVERY AND AMAZEMENT
A space dedicated to a young public, to generate curiosity for aerial activities,
and perhaps even inspire some to take to the skies. Youngsters are invited to take
part in aerial and areological activities.
Workshops to understand and experiment: Weather forecasting and making
weathervanes, origami, or paper planes, water rockets, a scientific discovery of air,
making kites, gliders, wind turbines, creating Icarus costumes and windsocks with
recycled paragliders, making paper hot air balloons, introduction to making and
throwing a boomerang, discovery of the skies, falconry demonstrations, listening to
and observing birds in nature, introduction to slackline…
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A PROGRAM FOR ALL AGES, FOR FAMILIES
AND EXPERIENCED PILOTS ALIKE

ICARE FOLIES

COUPE ICARE,
FEET ON
THE GROUND
…

FOR YOUR EYES AND EARS
Concerts, street art, unlikely shows, brass bands scattered throughout the site.
Diverse music, joyful and full of energy, that infuse your evenings with rhythm,
to make you dream, to be moved or stunned, to have fun and make this Coupe Icare
a wondrous moment of pleasure and celebration!
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A PROGRAM FOR ALL AGES, FOR FAMILIES
AND EXPERIENCED PILOTS ALIKE

LES ICARES DU CINÉMA
THE ESSENTIAL INTERNATIONAL AERIAL FILM FESTIVAL,
SPECIAL 40TH ANNIVERSARY
It is one of the highlights of the Coupe Icare since 1983, with an average
20000 festival goers every year. A reference for all visual arts professionals and
practitioners of free flight.
The festival gathers movie productions (short, long, and feature films) around
the theme of air, wind, flight, and all air sports such as paragliding, hang gliding,
free fall, hot air balloon, human-powered flight, glider, base jump, kite, boomerang.
Motorized aerial sports are restricted to paramotor, ultralights, models, aerobatics,
and aerial feats. Films on bird flight are also accepted.

STARTING
TUESDAY 20
SEPTEMBER:
SCREENING OF
THE 2022 OFFICIAL
SELECTION.

COUPE ICARE,
FEET ON
THE GROUND
…

VIDÉO TEASER
click here

THE AWARD LAUREATES
WILL BE ANNOUNCED
ON FRIDAY 23

The festival receives over a hundred submissions every year, from all over
the world. Following a pre-selection, the best films are put to a vote of the official
festival jury, made of sport and visual arts professionals (producers and directors),
but also to the Press Jury and a Children’s Jury made of year 5 children of primary
schools in St Hilaire, Lumbin, and St Pancrasse.

The gala evening for
«the 40 year special»
Will take place on
Saturday 24, with a
review of the films
that have left their
mark on these four
decades of aerial
cinema, prestigious
guests, and images
of beauty to the end
of the night!
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A PROGRAM FOR ALL AGES, FOR FAMILIES
AND EXPERIENCED PILOTS ALIKE

ICARE ATTERRO
EVERYTHING THAT FLIES
WILL MEET THE GROUND
The landing area at Lumbin is a fantastic space
that can host numerous activities, first of which the
landings, of course. Indeed, as all pilots full well know,
everything that flies must land! Now for the realization
of this flight phase in the most graceful possible way:
it is a show in itself! It is also an ideal area to observe
all aerial shows.

ALSO FOUND,
IN THIS AREA,
ACTIVITIES AROUND:
KITING,
ULTRALIGHT,
AEROMODELING,
POWER KITE
...

COUPE ICARE,
FEET ON
THE GROUND
…

The Isère council has put together in this area a village
organized around sport and fun activities: climbing
walls, slackline, biathlon, virtual reality experiences,
skateboarding, climbing walls slackline, biathlon,
skateboard, pump track & BMX, bike maintenance
and repair workshops, and even awareness of bird
protection.
Right at the centre of everyone’s attention, but more
importantly at the heart of the valley, accessing the
Icare Landing area is free and easy, with secure
parking for electric bikes, safe, dedicated bike lanes,
and shuttle links to the car parks.
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A PROGRAM FOR ALL AGES, FOR FAMILIES
AND EXPERIENCED PILOTS ALIKE

ICARNAVAL
THE UNHINGED CONTEST FOR CRAZY
FANCY-DRESSED FLYERS
What do sofas, frogmen, a trashcan, a flowerpot, and a dragon have in common?
At the Coupe Icare, all of the above can fly !
Icarnaval is a real highlight of the event, and a contest like no other with costumes
rivalling in incredible originality!

COUPE ICARE,
HEAD IN
THE CLOUDS
…

ATTEND
THE EVENT FROM
THE TAKE-OFF
(“LA MOQUETTE”)
OR LANDING
AREA

This is an aerial carnival full of surprises: pilots delight the crowds with treasures
of creativity, beauty, and skills in their fancy dress attires. A unique air parade, it
draws the pubic into an eerie imaginary world! These costumed take-offs make the
rounds on global media every year.
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A PROGRAM FOR ALL AGES, FOR FAMILIES
AND EXPERIENCED PILOTS ALIKE

ICARE SHOW
A BREATHTAKING AERIAL BALLET
The Icare Show is the most incredible air show in the world. The Coupe Icare
summons everything that flies light, with or without an engine, and has been
welcoming in recent years aerobatics demonstrations that will take your breath
away. As it does every year, the Coupe Icare will put up demonstrations by the
cream of pilots showcasing their boldness!

Among the many scheduled
air shows this year, do not miss
the helicopter demo by the angels
of Sécurité Civile, Wingsuit demos,
the helicopter drop of a parachute
identical to that designed by
Leonardo Da Vinci, and
the performance by the aerobatics
team of the French Air Force!

COUPE ICARE,
HEAD IN
THE CLOUDS
…

Guaranteed thrills !

OVER 15 DISCIPLINES:
Paragliding, hang gliding,
paramotor, ULM,
hot air balloons, airships,
mini hot-air balloons,
parachuting, wingsuit,
paralpinism, kiting
boomerang, aviation,
gliders, paper planes,
falconry.
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A PROGRAM FOR ALL AGES, FOR FAMILIES
AND EXPERIENCED PILOTS ALIKE

ICARE BALLONS
THE MEETING OF HOT AIR BALLOONS
As a ritual celebrating the rising and setting of the sun, hot air balloons in their
numbers soar seamlessly in the air, gigantic and graceful.

Balloons in shapes,
« cinébulles » and various
airships are present on
the Lumbin landing area,
from Friday to Sunday,
Subject to weather
conditions, from sunrise
to sunset.

COUPE ICARE,
HEAD IN
THE CLOUDS
…

A group take-off of hot-air balloons, gliding through the air in their many shapes and
colors, for our greatest delight, provides a magical instant of poesy.
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A PROGRAM FOR ALL AGES, FOR FAMILIES
AND EXPERIENCED PILOTS ALIKE

ICAROBATIX
THE FRENZIED SLALOM OF PARAMOTORS
As its cousin the paraglider, the paramotor is undergoing constant innovation. The
“skyracers” of Icrobatix will join us again this year for a full steam chase at very
low altitude with competitors among the best pilots in the world.

COUPE ICARE,
HEAD IN
THE CLOUDS
…
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A PROGRAM FOR ALL AGES, FOR FAMILIES
AND EXPERIENCED PILOTS ALIKE

LA COUPE
ICARE,
LA TÊTE EN L’AIR
…

ICARE ULM SHOW
THE BALLET OF ULTRALIGHT MOTORIZED AIRCRAFTS
Temporary ULM track in Lumbin, with exhibition and ULM demonstrations.
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TRADE FAIR:
THE MEETING OF PRACTITIONERS
AND PROFESSIONALS
The Coupe Icare is an event created by and for pilots. The
general public is of course welcome as a spectator of aerial
demonstrations. But the Coupe Icare owes its identity to the
thousands of pilots that come every year for this annual get
together, gathering from faraway places the world over, with
the entirety of light aircraft material manufacturing brands.

This is a “Business Place” dedicated to all involved in the
industry. A networking place, with clients and partners, a
sizeable second-hand market, and the largest showroom for
flying novelties from all over the world.

ICARE EXPO
The first international fair for paragliding,
paramotor, and air sport professionals.
In large marquees for the 2022 edition,
the ICARE EXPO fair will host over 200 international
companies working in the light air sports sector:
paragliding, hang gliding, ultralights, parachuting…
It is an opportunity for everyone, manufacturers,
importers, retailers, schools, clubs, pilots, and
the general public, to meet and network around
the latest novelties in the various disciplines
of the sector: flying devices, technical clothing,
accessories, instrumentations, technological
innovations…

ICARE TEST
Try it before you buy it
Icare Test is back, for the second year running,
now a flagship activity of the Coupe Icare!
This is a dedicated meeting for paragliding
pilots to discover and test-flight all new products
available (paragliders, harnesses, flight
instruments…) by borrowing them directly from
the manufacturers present on site.
Access to all available tests: 15 euros

THE OPEN-AIR SPORTS &
LEISURE FAIR – LUMBIN
Many manufacturers and outdoor equipment
retailers will be introducing their latest innovations.
There will be something for the whole family.
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A FLAGSHIP EVENT SUPPORTED
BY THE WHOLE LOCAL COMMUNITY
Over almost 50 yeas, this event born of the
passion of a few individuals and carried by
the energy of a small village community has
become the most important event of its kind
in the world. It is also the open-air event that
attracts the largest crowd in the Auvergne
Rhône-Alpes region.
The Coupe Icare has long been an event with
an international outreach, with its spectacular
images widely shared by French and international
media across the world. This is a unique opportunity to showcase our region, with a significant
impact on its economy.
The event turns the spotlight on the fabulous
landscapes of our valleys and draws visitors
from around the world.
With the practice of air sports, the Coupe
Icare has brought a major contribution to
the reputation of free flight in St-Hilaire –
Lumbin, consolidating economic activity
linked to air sport practice in the sector.
Today, about 50 professionals make a living
from their activity in free flight on the site of
Saint-Hilaire – Lumbin: pilot schools, tandem
flights, equipment stores, etc.

SUPPORTING
THE LOCAL ECONOMY
AND SOLIDARITY IN ALL
AREAS OF ORGANIZATION:
CATERING,
TRANSPORT,
The Coupe Icare association
is a non-profit organisation.
PROCUREMENT,
The event supports partner associations
RECRUITMENT .

MAJOR ECONOMIC BENEFITS
FOR THE REGION
During the event

From the Plateau des Petites Roches to
Grésivaudan Valley, from the borders of
Savoie to the Grenoble urban area, all
tourist accommodation gets booked out
by festivalgoers.
High-street and hospitality businesses can
add an extra month’s worth of income to their
annual revenue thanks to this September
rush.

The Coupe Icare
now belongs to
the whole community
supporting the event.

for their individual projects,
and annual activities
35 local non-profit organisations
are taking part in the event
with the support of 1,200 volunteers.
Each association is tasked with
a specific mission, delegated
by the association
Coupe Icare Org.

All year long

The site welcomes pilots of all nationalities,
coming to fly or lean to fly “on the Coupe Icare
spot”.
Tourists and holiday makers come from all
over the world to visit the site and the region
after finding out about it in media reports on
the Coupe Icare and may seize the opportunity
for a first tandem flight!
The organizing committee of the Coupe Icare
is dedicated to working with local contractors,
generating economic activit
For almost 50 years, the Coupe Icare has been
able to bring local communities together,
creating a strong bond. Locals are deeply
involved in the event’s preparation. Volunteers
pass on their passion to the next generation
within the same families… This is what gives
the event its dynamism, as well as the wonderful
welcome relished by visitors.
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THE SITE OF ST HILAIRE / LUMBIN
Two villages separated by high cliffs and 700-meter drops, but united by free flight for over 40 years. Saint-Hilaire is the take-off site for hang gliders and
paragliders, on the Plateau des Petites Roches, the eastern outcrop of the Massif de Chartreuse, perched 1,000 meters above sea level. Lumbin, a growing
small town, is home to the landing pads in the heart of the Grésivaudan valley.

LUMBIN

SAINT-HILAIRE
A village of 1,500 inhabitants, in the mountainous
reaches of the natural promontory of the Massif de
la Chartreuse, overlooking the Grésivaudan valley.
At 2,062 meters above sea level, the local peak of the
Dent de Crolles watches over this small village where
living the good life is a local art, refined season after
season.
Thanks to the Coupe Icare, it has become one of the
most famous sites for paragliding and hang gliding in
the world. Highly sought after by pilots for the flight
potential on offer, it is also an ideal dwelling place for
families, thanks to the diversity of nature and sports
activities on offer, with cities and mountain resorts
nearby.

2 skis resorts
(Saint-Hilaire and Col de Marcieu).
1 summer activities mountain resort
(Col de Marcieu).
4 take-off areas for paragliders and
hang gliders, in the village.
25 km from Grenoble and Chambéry
(30 minutes by car).
In the heart of the Parc naturel régional
de Chartreuse.
www.parc-chartreuse.net

A town of about 2,000 inhabitants, located in the
heart of the Grésivaudan valley and Dauphiné region,
Lumbin welcomes landing pads for paragliders and
hang gliders year-round.
The valley spreads on all sides from Grenoble to the
borders of the Savoie, a region with a very dynamic
economy, where numerous companies are based,
from a variety of sectors. The Grésivaudan is home
to several company headquarters with international
outreach. The landing area has grown over the years,
with a business estate hosting companies specializing
in outdoor sports.

Population has doubled in 15 years
since the microelectronic plants in Crolles
et Bernin were opened.
23 km from Grenoble (20 minutes by car).
As the crow flies:
2,5 km from Saint-Hilaire.
The communities of the plateau and
the valley are part of the communauté
de communes du Grésivaudan.
www.le-gresivaudan.fr
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ICARE ÉCO, A SUSTAINBLE EVENT
When a local community values its heritage
and wants to put it to good use, it leverages
every asset to preserve its beauty and authenticity. So does the Coupe Icare take care, year
after year, of reducing its impact on the environment.
Therefore, an ambitious approach to sustainable development was put in place and is
strengthened every year. Efforts and initiatives that have received praise from free flight
pilots and actors, a community that is particularly sensitive to environmental issues.
AN ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT NETWORK
FOR THE WEEK END
In partnership with local communities (municipalities in the Grésivaudan, Département de
l’Isère, and Auvergne- Rhône-Alpes region), an
alternative transport network is available on
Saturdays and Sundays to access event sites
without a car.
The initiative is so successful that parking lots in
Saint-Hilaire are now rarely full.
A dedicated bus line from Grenoble
Shuttles and Park & Ride
to the event’s 2 sites
Signposted cycling routes from Grenoble.
Discounted regional train
Carsharing is encouraged
WASTE : RESTRICT AND SORT
Restricting waste
By using returnable cups (1 euro deposit)
themed to the colors of the Coupe Icare. This is
supported by local association Le Grand Tetras,
tasked with informing, and raising awareness
on the meaning of this approach.

F&B outlets will have recyclable and compostable crockery, and dry toilets have now
replaced old chemical ones.
Sorting waste
Thanks to sorting bins set up throughout
the event area by local association Aremacs
(Association pour le recyclage lors des manifestations culturelles et sportives), partnering
with the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region.
ECO-RESPONSABILITY:
THE WILL TO IMPROVE CONTINUOUSLY

Waste collection and sorting
with the AREMACS association
and Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region.
Parking lots, transport solutions
with shuttles, cycle routes and
parking spaces.
Car sharing, discounts on
regional trains.
Returnable and reusable cups
in all F&B outlets.
Reusable bags with the Coupe
Icare colors.
Cap on night time noise (concert
and loud activities halted at 1am).
Complete site clean up
after the event.

Flight slots for paramotors and ULM were designed specifically to keep sound disturbances
as low as possible.
The organizing committee has also decide to
put an end to the presentation of vintage planes
in aerial demos and the helicopter first flights
from Lumbin.
The even welcomes every year environmental
awareness raising operations with the Département de l’Isère, the bird protection league, or
even the la Chartreuse regional natural parc.
Finally, the Coupe Icare is the landmark get-together for air sport actors taking action for the
environment. Free flight practitioners are by
definition in close contact with the natural environment and are acutely aware of environmental issues.
Some will be introducing new recycling techniques for fabrics used in the design or paragliders and hang gliders, with a view to grant a
new lease of life to aircrafts that have played an
important role in taking stock of environmental
challenges. It is, indeed, from high above that
our planet appears at its most fragile…
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
DATES, OPENING HOURS, FEES…

FROM TUESDAY 20 TO SUNDAY 25 SEPTEMBER 2022
TUESDAY TO FRIDAY: events of limited influence.
SATURDAY 24 AND SUNDAY 25 SEPTEMBER: aerial events of great magnitude
OPENING HOURS AND ENTRY FEE:
Site opening hours: everyday, from 7.30 to 1am.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday: free entry for all.
Friday, Saturday, Sunday:
> Entry fee from 9h30 à 23h30
> 8€ 1 day / 15€ 3 day pass
> Free for children under 12
OFFICIAL SELECTION OF THE ICARES DU CINEMA,
EVENING SCREENINGS:
> 7€ for one screening.
> 10€ for one evening (2 screenings).
> 35€ for the 4 evenings.
40 YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF
THE ICARES DU CINÉMA:
On Saturday from 19h30: 10€

Online ticketing:
www.billetweb.fr
A cashless facility via billetweb
will be set up for all payments on
the event site (catering, bars, etc.)
An NFC wristband will act
as a payment solution on all sites,
In Lumbin and St Hilaire.
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PRESS SERVICE
FROM TUESDAY 20 TO
SUNDAY 25 SEPTEMBER 2022
PRESS ROOM
Accessible after validation of accreditation.
Located in Saint-Hilaire, at the heart of the event,
in the funicular high station, at the Icarus Museum.
> Internet connexion and Wi-Fi available.
> Useful documentation on the event and the region.
> Aerial shots can be taken from the site
		 (information and booking with the press service only).

PRESS CONTACTS
Anne Thiriez - 06 72 07 12 10
athiriez@revolutionr.com
Cédric Bret – 06 50 70 60 50
cbret@revolutionr.com
COUPE ICARE.ORG
4 962 route des Trois Villages,
Saint-Hilaire
38 660 Plateau des Petites Roches,
France.
04 76 08 67 39
info@coupe-icare.org
www.coupe-icare.org

Accreditation badges and « PRESS » vest must be
withdrawn from the Press room in Saint-Hilaire
A deposit of 30 euros is required for the loan of a press vest,
which must be worn at all times on all flight areas.

INTERVIEWS AND PHOTO OPPORTUNITIES
Upon request with the press service.
In previous years: photos, videos, and clips can be
broadcast on request.

Illustration de Valérie DUMAS

PRESS
ACCREDITATION
Send your application for
an accreditation by

September 7

Media accreditation

NEWSLETTER

St Hilaire - Lumbin
20 - 25 Septembre 2022

Impression : bristol - La Ravoire - tél. 04 79 25 15 00

Schedule
> Tuesday 10h-14h et 17h-20h30
> Wednesday 10h-14h
> Thursday 14h-19h
> Friday to Sunday 9h-19h

Toutes les infos sur www.coupe-icare.org

Downloadable high definition pdf file

www.coupe-icare.org/newsletter-coupe-icare

Follow Coupe Icare and ultra-light air sports news year round on : www.coupe-icare.org
22

www.coupe-icare.org
With the support of
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